City of Eagle Point
Branding Proposal from Paradux Media Group

WHAT IS A BRAND?
There are lots of answers to this question, the Marketing Accountability Standards Board endorses the following definition
as part of its ongoing “Common Language: Marketing Activities and Metrics” project.
A brand is a “name, term, design, symbol, or any other feature that identifies one seller’s good or service as distinct
from those of other sellers.”

Branding is about creating instant recognition. It can be something as simple as a voice, a graphic, or a phrase. While
these definitions are partially accurate, they fail to fully communicate the answer to the question, What is a Brand?
Branding is more than just a name, term, design, or symbol; there is something more — an innate emotional component.
At its heart, branding is about creating an emotional resonance with a brand — ideally a positive emotional resonance. A
strong brand should invoke instant, favorable, emotion. Our favorite answer comes from Fred Burt of Siegel+Gale:
“A brand is a reason to choose.” (Slattery 2010)
That’s it. It’s so simple, yet so complex. What is a Brand? “A brand is a reason to choose.”
That’s why branding is such an important component. Branding gives people a reason to choose:




your city over another in the valley
to start or relocate a business to the City of Eagle Point
to invest themselves in the City’s success.

Your brand has the capacity to ensure the City’s success or lack thereof. Congratulations on your decision to pay attention
to it. We’re excited to help you build it. And most of all help you create the story that will create the underlying resonance
for your brand.

ABOUT US
Please allow us to introduce ourselves. We are Paradux Media Group, and we are not your regular ad agency. We are a
unique combination of strategists, planners, designers, and writers. We are the people you call to launch a brand, to create
a promotion, or to put you on the first page of Google. Specializing in advertising, branding, website design, and social
media management, Paradux Media Group gives you the integrated resources you need in today’s changing business
environment.




So take a few minutes to explore our capabilities.
Meet our Team.
Learn about our track record. Browse our portfolio.
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Check out our client list and see how we’ve helped others build brands, sell products, and manage their online
presence.

Brand Creation Team Leader
At Paradux Media Group, our branding efforts are led by Tisha Oehmen. Tisha Oehmen is a professional brand strategist
and a leader in the branding field. She has been a member of the Global Guru’s Top 30 Brand Gurus for the last three
years. She is also the co-founder of Eagle Point-based Paradux Media Group and the author of the books, Finding Brand.
Possessing expertise in both front- and back-office operations, Tisha conceptualizes, develops, and implements initiatives
to foster brand effectiveness like no other. With over 15 years of experience in branding and marketing, Tisha has
successfully led large financial institutions and health care companies down the path of renaming their business.
Where Tisha really shines is in the work that isn’t done. Sometimes a name change for a business isn’t in their best interest
and after meeting with Tisha, they are able to find the true value and equity that has always been in their brand. Tisha has
a special knack of being able to communicate the value so that the CEO/Business owner can see its luster and then with a
little polishing, make it shine company wide.
Tisha is best known for developing long lasting branding campaigns that speak to the heart of the business, the brand, and
the community. True brand, no matter how big or small, has longevity. Creating branding campaigns that have longevity,
that have a laser-like focus, is where Tisha thrives.
Tisha received her M.B.A. from the University of Oregon, from where she also earned a B.A. in Political Science. She
enjoyed a distinguished academic career punctuated by enthusiastic and successful participation in competitive speaking
events, and holds numerous awards for her skill in public speaking. Tisha is widely recognized for her ability to capture an
audience’s attention with her straightforward and engaging speaking style.

FIRST – STRATEGY, MISSION, AND VISION
Without an overall strategy (Mission & Vision) it’s really hard to make sure that we get to the place you want to travel.
This planning session will happen in two parts in order to be as efficient as possible with everyone’s time. The outcome
of this process is to create an agreed upon mission and vision to allow you to move on to strategic planning proper.
•

Definition: A Mission statement tells you the fundamental purpose of the organization. It defines the customer
and the critical processes. It informs you of the desired level of performance. (Should align with Values)

•

Definition: A Vision statement outlines what the organization wants to be, or how it wants the world in which it
operates to be. It concentrates on the future. It is a source of inspiration. It provides clear decision-making
criteria. (Values drive it)

Our Process




Each Board Member will schedule a 30 minute phone call with our facilitator, Tisha Oehmen to go over the
following material and questions.
Tisha will distill all the information she receives into a starting point (straw man) Mission, Vision for the City of
Eagle Point as well as the beginnings of a strategic plan.
The entire Council will meet for a 4 our strategic planning session facilitated by Tisha Oehmen to come to
agreement on the Mission and Vision and foundational strategic plan.

PO Box 81, Eagle Point, OR 97524
www.ParaduxMedia.com | 541-727-0627
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OUR PROCESS – THE BRANDPRINTINGTM SYSTEM
The Brandprinting System from Paradux Media Group can help you create your brand, easily and painlessly. This
revolutionary system will even help you identify the City’s brand personality in just one short meeting! And it doesn't
stop there. The Brandprinting System also helps you to identify other key elements of your brand, including Brand
Essence, Brand Values, your Ideal Audience, and Tag Line. Quickly and easily. Once we’ve done all that, we’ll codify the
brand so that it stays true day after day, month after month, and year after year.
Why struggle another moment on creating your brand, when you can use the Brandprinting System from Paradux Media
Group to identify your brand position.
The following modules are recommended to be completed consecutively on a monthly or bi-monthly schedule,
achieving a full brand position within 6 or 12 months.

Brandprinting Brand Personality Scale
This revolutionary system will have you understanding your brand’s personality. Using this system, we can get significant
input from your stakeholders, and rapidly define your brand personality so that you can start implementing it.
We know that it's important to get widespread feedback when it comes to creating the essence of your brand. We will
create an electronic survey you can use for up to 500 people. We’ll analyze the results and present them to you for
consideration.
This module also has some prework we ask each of the stakeholders to consider and complete, and then this module
relies on a “Rapid Consensus Stakeholder Meeting” to quickly and efficiently come to a decision.
In a “Rapid Consensus Stakeholder Meeting” we conduct 30 minute calls with each of up to 15 stakeholders to identify a
specific strategic position, create a "straw man" that starts a 2-hour facilitated strategic session with those stakeholders
designed to reach consensus rapidly.
At the end of the meeting, our goal is for you to have identified your Brand Personality.

Brandprinting Core Values Model
When you understand your brand’s Core Values, you understand the ideals and norms that the City necessarily must
operate within. With clearly articulated Core Values, a decision matrix exists that can be used at all levels of the
government allowing the City to be nimble and decisive.
In this section, we will use a “Rapid Consensus Stakeholder Meeting,” consisting of 30 minute telephone interviews will
be held with each of up to 15 stakeholders in order to identify the Core Values that drive the City of Eagle Point. Based
on those interviews, Paradux Media Group will construct a ‘straw man’ that will serve as a beginning point for this 2
hour facilitated strategic planning session designed to come to consensus around the Core Values.

Brandprinting Brand Essence
Every brand is unique and is built on a unique intersection of ideas. This module will help to identify the City’s unique
brand essence and what makes it so special. The module will give you a system that will help you communicate the
Brand Essence to your employees, citizens, and other key stakeholders for the City.
This module also relies upon a “Rapid Consensus Stakeholder Meeting” in order to come to consensus around Brand
Essence.
PO Box 81, Eagle Point, OR 97524
www.ParaduxMedia.com | 541-727-0627
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Brandprinting Ideal Audience Identification
Knowing what the ideal audience (citizens, businesses, visitors) looks like for the City will enhance the possibilities of
finding them and bringing them to you. This module will help you to identify your Ideal Audience so that you can
efficiently and cost-effectively bring them to your door.
As with the previous two modules, in this section, we will utilize our “Rapid Consensus Stakeholder Meeting” module.

Brandprinting Tagline Creation
When we craft a tagline, we believe it needs to be accompanied with a Statement of Passion. Both the Brand Statement
of Passion and Brand Tagline are critical elements of your brand. They communicate the crux of your brand to your
internal and external audiences and will help bring your brand to life.
Statement of Passion = Your Flag at the Top of the Brand Mountain
The Statement of Passion will be your touchstone. The document you go back to before you create new Brand collateral,
before you post to social media, before you begin blogging, and most certainly before you talk to the press. The
Statement of Passion is the flag you place on the top of the brand mountain staking out you beliefs. It is a tool that you
use internally, to motivate, to inspire, and to provide richness and meaning to the tagline. It is the backstory.
There is significant power in the Statement of Passion. It is a declaration of what the City is passionate about, why the
City exists, and what the City stands for. It has the power to capture the lightning bolt that is what is special about the
City and drive all the energy and power deep into the culture and every corner. It provides the backstory for the tagline
and most importantly, it provides context for the employees. It allows the reader to recruit themselves to your team
and, through the employee's and citizen’s passion, to recruit new residents and businesses to the City of Eagle Point. As
if that was not enough, the Statement of Passion also immediately shifts the reader to the mindset of the brand and
allows the active reader to channel the brand and to become an extension of the brand position.
Tagline = Your photograph of the Flag at the Top of the Brand Mountain
The tagline is what you share with your friends, bosses, enemies, and stakeholders showing off the accomplishment you
made climbing to the top of your Brand Mountain. But since no-one wants to be the person with a photograph of every
leaf on the way up to the to top, the tagline is the best, most succinct and memorable image from your trip. It will be
what you use on business cards, advertisements, and as your call to action whenever you need or want to invoke our
Brand position. The tagline the public face of our brand.
Based on the previous modules, Paradux Media Group will creates 2 versions of a Statement of Passion & Tagline for
consideration by a body of up to 15 key stakeholders. The versions will be presented at a 2 Hour working meeting
between Paradux Media Group and key stakeholders to refine concept(s). Afterward, a refined version will be prepared
by Paradux Media Group and delivered to the key stakeholder group. One final 1 hour working meeting will occur to
finalize and adopt the Statement of Passion and the Tag Line.

Brandprinting Brand Guide
This Brandprinting Brand Guide is an overview document, describing the brand position, it’s history, how it was created
and, briefly, it’s use. This document tends to be utilized as a source document for internal staff. It’s designed to help
them understand the brand, and generally to understand how to use brand elements. The Codification System is helpful
for articulating to the marketing team and marketing partners the mechanics of exactly how the brand is to be used and
displayed.

PO Box 81, Eagle Point, OR 97524
www.ParaduxMedia.com | 541-727-0627
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PROJECT PRICING
Please see quote 001526 for pricing.

Travel & Sourcing
If necessary, approved travel expenses incurred will be billed at cost + 20% administrative/booking fee. Items procured
for purchase will be billed at cost + 20% sourcing fee.

Additional Items
Throughout the course of this project, you may request additional onsite meetings. Full day meetings will be charged at
a day rate of $1000. Meetings, phone conferences, and additional items not articulated above will be charged at the hourly
rate of $150.00. If you would prefer, specific projects/bodies of work can be bid as they are identified.

OWNERSHIP AND USAGE RIGHTS
Upon receipt of full payment, the The City of Eagle Point is hereby granted exclusive and unlimited usage and reproduction
rights to the final brand materials prepared for you as part of this project. Paradux Media Group reserves the right to
reproduce any and all messaging and designs created in print and electronic media for Paradux Media Group’s promotional
purposes.

CANCELLATION
In the event you cancel this agreement prior to completion, within five (5) business days of such cancellation, you shall
pay Paradux Media Group for: (1) all work performed up to the date of termination; (2) for all outside expenses and
commitments that have been incurred and cannot be cancelled; and, (3) a cancellation fee equal to 15% of the remaining
fees that would otherwise have been paid if the project would have been completed.

NEXT STEPS
To proceed with this project, take the following steps:
1. Accept and sign the proposal as is or discuss desired changes. Please note that changes to the scope of the project
can be made at any time, but additional charges may apply.
2. Send signed proposal to Paradux Media Group, via email: contact@paraduxmedia.com, fax: (855) 727-2389, or
mail: PO Box 81, Eagle Point, OR 97524.
3. Submit 50% of the initial module (Brand Personality Scale) payment to Paradux Media Group.
4. Once these steps have been completed, we will begin the project.
Thank you for considering Paradux Media Group. We hope to work with you in the future.

PO Box 81, Eagle Point, OR 97524
www.ParaduxMedia.com | 541-727-0627

Quote
7/17/17

PARADUX MEDIA GROUP, LLC

EIN: 26-3094893
paraduxmedia.com
PO Box 81
121 W. Main St.
Eagle Point, Oregon 97524
(541) 727-0627

QUOTE #

001526

BILLED TO HENRY LAWRENCE

PRODUCT

City of Eagle Point

QUANTITY

TOTAL

Brandprinting Brand Personality Scale
This revolutionary system will have you
understanding your brand’s personality. Using this
system, we can get significant input from your
stakeholders, and rapidly define your brand
personality so that you can start implementing it.

1

$997.00

Brandprinting Brand Personality Large Scale Survey
We know that it's important to get widespread
feedback when it comes to creating the essence of
your brand. We will create an electronic survey you
can use for up to 500 people. We’ll analyze the
results and present them to you for consideration.

1

$997.00

Brandprinting Core Values Model
When you understand your brand’s Core Values, you
understand the ideals and norms that the
organization necessarily must operate within. This
allows for a decision matrix that can be used at all
levels, allowing you to be nimble and decisive.

1

$1,997.00

Brandprinting Brand Essence
Every brand is unique and is built on a unique
intersection of ideas. This module will help to identify
your unique brand essence and what makes it so
special and will help you communicate the Brand
Essence to your employees & other key
stakeholders.

1

$1,997.00

PRODUCT

QUANTITY

TOTAL

Brandprinting Ideal Customer Identification
Knowing what your ideal audience looks like will
enhance the possibilities of finding them and bringing
them to you. This module will help you to identify
your Ideal Audience so that you can efficiently and
cost-effectively bring them to your door.

1

$1,997.00

Tagline & Manifesto
Paradux & Client 2 Hour Project Kickoff Strategy
Meeting. Paradux then creates 2 versions of
Manifesto & Tagline for consideration. 1 Hour
working meeting between Paradux & Client to refine
concept. Final version prepared and delivered to
Client.

1

$1,497.00

Brand Guidelines
This document tends to be utilized as a source
document for internal staff. It’s designed to help them
understand the brand, and generally to understand
how to use brand elements.

1

$7,500.00

Strategic Planning Session
Great strategy shares two critical characteristics: (1)
priorities that are understood & shared; and (2)
action that is seen as genuinely important. That’s
why all of our work includes methodologies for
execution & organizational transformation.

1

$1,997.00

TOTAL

$18,979.00

EXPIRATION: This quote expires 30 days from the date of the quote. TERMS &
CONDITIONS: Acceptance of this quote indicates agreement with all Terms and
Conditions, which are available at: https://paraduxmedia.com/terms. If this quote
includes website hosting, you are also agreeing to all Website Hosting Terms &
Conditions, which are available at: https://paraduxmedia.com/hosting-terms

